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CREATING A FREQUENCY ALIGNMENT BETWEEN HEALER AND CLIENT-STUDENT
HEART—BRAIN COHERENCE resonates on a quantum level to
enhance learning and transmute dysfuntional energy or behavior.
PURPOSE:

Synchronize the energy of client-student with healer through heart-brain coherence in
order to enhance learning or alter dysfunctional energy or behavior.
GOAL:

Transmute the client-student’s soul energy to a higher frequency to learn or heal —
reshaping their destiny and enhance their life purpose.
PREPARATION OF HEALER:

Energetic Healing Prayer, Hara Alignment, Core Star Expansion, Meditation
INTERVENTION:

1. Connect by matching your energy to your client-student’s energy as they present.
Place one hand on your heart and the other hand facing out toward the heart of the
client-student. Hold until you feel a coherence between you.
2. Shift your energy to a neutral, poised state through intention, brain monitoring or
holographic wave frequency.
3. Uplift your energy and the client-student’s energy signal using your heart’s
intelligence to the highest wave frequency that creates positive resonance between
healer and client-student.
4. Ground your client-student and disconnect.
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